Introduction
The present article may be considered to be another new supplement to the monographs [1, 2] . This supplement deals with the resolution of issues of practical application of the ZI method that was developed by the author and presented in his monographs. The ZI method is a uniform (general) method and is applicable for any stage of load operation when bending moments and /or axial forces are acting. At structural members' cross sections, it is possible to make theoretical calculations of each individual actual value of stress-strain state parameters (crack, compression and tensile zone height, member layer strain and tension at cracks and between cracks). The method directly takes into account of the actual properties of the materials. A very important and complicated problem is resolved, namely that of theoretical estimate of the actual position of the neutral axis. Previously, its position used to be determined either very roughly or through costly experimental equations. The ZI method is suitable for the calculation of variously of reinforced structural members (with not pre-tensioned reinforcement, with tensioned reinforcement, with mixed reinforcement, with not necessarily metallic reinforcement located at any height of the structural member; where there can be any number of rows of reinforcement) of different materials (concrete, reinforced concrete, metal, wood, plastic, etc.), also for members with any kind of cross-section. Stress-strain relationships can be described by various equations, i.e., the stress diagrams may be curvilinear, rectangular, triangular, etc. It should be noted that for the calculations we only need to have stress-strain diagrams. The method enables estimation of the deviation of strain from the flat section. More information on this may be found in monographs [1 and 2] and in articles [3, 4, etc.] .
The most complex material is reinforced concrete since members made of reinforced concrete may have cracks in the tension zone. This article focuses on the calculation of strength of reinforced concrete beams based on curvilinear stress-strain relationship c c    for concrete presented in regulations [5] [6] [7] . But here still remains one unresolved issue. This relationship is presented for the case where the reliability is 50 %. It is suitable for the analysis of results of reinforced concrete member tests. There is no option for the calculation of the SLSserviceability limit statesreliability 95 %) or the ULSultimate limit states reliability -~100 %).
To calculate strength of reinforced concrete beams, articles [4, 8] and supplements B and C to the monographs [1, 2] used the eurocode c c    diagram described by the ZI method. The reliability was raised from 50 % to ~100 % not through the increase of the reliability of concrete strength, as it is usually done in the ultimate limit states method, but rather by dividing the beam compression zone strength Fcm by factor γFc=1.95. The calculation yielded good resultssee Table 2 .
In order to retain the integrity of the ultimate limit states method, this article offers relationships c c    analogous to the ones used in EN-2 regulations. Their reliability is not 50 %, but 95 % and ~100 %. They are described by polynomials by the ZI method. The latter relationship with reliability of ~100 % is used in the present article to calculate the strength of beam, and the relationship with reliability of 95 % will be used in the next article to examine the serviceability limit states.
One of the aims of this article is to improve the method for calculating the strength of heavily reinforced structural members.
Stress-strain diagrams for concrete offered by EN-2 and proposed by the present article
Regulations for reinforced concrete [5-7] present stress-strain relationships as shown in Table 1 . The diagram parameters are expressed by the following equations:
. This option is planned to be further analysed in the author's next article.
When reliability of ~100% is required, the author of the present article proposes when calculating the ultimate limit states (ULS states) in Eqs. (5 and 6) (rather than assuming mean values of parameters) to assume the calculated values index d. Then, in Fig. 2 , cd E tan
. This option is analysed in greater detail in this article. We obtain good results- Tables 1 and 2 .
The main equations of the ZI method when a 3rd degree polynomial is used
When the function of Fig. 2 is expressed by the ZI method's 3rd degree polynomial, the following simple equations are used: 
For more information, see the examples.
Assumptions and calculations made in the present article

Assumptions
For the concrete of beam compression zone, a curvilinear EN-2 stress diagram
is assumed that is shown in Fig. 1 , which is described by the ZI method's 3rd degree polynomial as shown in Fig. 2 Fig. 4 ).
Research results
The results of the calculations are presented in Table 2 .
Further in the text we supply examples of the calculation and explanations of the results presented in the tables.
Examples coefficient is used are presented in example to monographs [1, 2] . Results of the calculation are presented in Table 2 .
The article presents examples of variants of calculation of . In all cases, the calculated version of the curvilinear EN-2 diagram described by the ZI method is used, i. e. partial material strength factors are used that are accepted in the limit state method. In the examples provided for the simplification of the calculations, the impact of tensile concrete over the crack is disregarded, as in most cases it is insignificant. If necessary, it is possible to factor in also the impact of the tensioned concrete over the crack, the impact of the axial force, and the impact of the flanges.
In examples 1, 2 and 3, , strength of regularly (economically) reinforced concrete beams with rectangular cross-section is calculated by the method of ultimate limit states of both zones (tension zone reinforcement and compression zone concrete). 25 MPa.    This is a rather rare case, so because of the limited scope of the article we only provide guidelines for further calculations. 
Conclusions
Description of non-linear diagrams
c c    for concrete as presented in regulations EN-2 with reliability of 50%, by ZI method provides a possibility to have a reliability not only of 50 %, but also of 95 % and ~100 %. The calculations made in the article confirm that the proposal is realistic. 2. When calculating the strength of reinforced concrete beams using the ZI method, there is no need to have a limit value for the thickness of the concrete layer of the compression zone, which at present is traditionally calculated either from empirical equations or theoretically very roughly. 3. Calculation of the strength of reinforced concrete beams using the ZI method presented in the article is logical and gives actual values of normal and abundantly reinforced beam stress-strain state at the crack. No empirical equations are required for these calculations. This is especially important for the calculation of abundantly reinforced beams, as their calculation that is used at present is either complex or, alternatively, the simplified calculation that is made is imprecise. 4. The data presented in Table 1 makes it possible to simplify the calculations. The data in Table 1 show that the proposals are realistic. In addition to that data in Table 2 shows that the ULS required reliability can be achieved in two ways: (1) through the use of diagram is used. The second option is in line with the limit states methods that are currently used.
